
 Being a celebrity_ such as famous film star or sports personality_ brings problems as well as benefits.

 Do you think that being a celebrity brings more benefits or more problem?

  There is a range of different views on the question whether being a well-known personality brings 
the life about upsides or drawbacks. Some believe that gaining reputation is a great opportunity for 
the one who owns it, that is to say be a famous person might bring nothing but joy and success, while 
others hold the opposite view in terms of facing plausible problems they might deal with.

  I would argue the negative impacts of being a world renowned individual, firstly. The main and 
significant point that is worthy to mention is that celebrities almost always are under microscope in 
consequence of which their private lives leads to deterioration in a long run. Furthermore, being in 
the limelight might also poses a threat for the image of the one; hence, they are always in worry of 
facing rumors and media’s misleading ….. . Thus, be someone known by many has a potential change 
of their lives’ to a routine punishment with a burden of responsibility lies in their hand.

  On the contrary, lives of celebrities have also advantages noteworthy to point out. The most 
significant matter that drawn people’s temptation to fame is social standing elevation in terms of 
being in fan-following’s spotlight and earn too much respect. To add more, not only deos being have 
well-known bring individuals purchasing power domination, but also they feeling as a role model for 
others which boosts burst their confidence.

  By way of conclusion, the issue of being famous is a two-edged sword; that is to say, it is both a curse 
and opportunity. All in all, there is a variety of opinion around this subject but I hold the belief that 
demerits of being a celebrity outweigh its merits.


